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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let G s GL k be the general linear group of degree n over a field kn
w x w xof characteristic zero. Akin 2 and Zelevinskii 14 independently con-
structed, for each partition l, an explicit resolution of G-modules hence-
.forth called the Akin]Zelevinskii complex
0 ª Y l ª ??? ª Y l ª V l ª 0, .  .  .m 0
 .where V l is the irreducible polynomial representation of G of highest
weight l and the chains are direct sums of tensor products of appropriate
symmetric powers of the standard representation of G.
The recent activity in the study of Schur algebras associated to Borel
w x  .subgroups of G 8]13 raised the question of determining S B projective
resolutions of the irreducible B-modules, where B is a Borel subgroup of
 .G and S B is the corresponding Schur algebra. The special cases n F 3
 . w x together with a number of related modular results were proved in 9 see
w x. w x w xalso 10 . Very recently, Doty 6 and Woodcock 12 obtained indepen-
dently the desired complexes henceforth called Doty]Woodcock com-
.plexes by working in the more general context where B is a Borel
subgroup of a reductive algebraic group over a field of characteristic zero.
w xIn 11, Sect. IV.2.6 Woodcock states a conjecture involving complexes
associated to any standard parabolic subgroup P of G that generalize the
Akin]Zelevinskii complex and the Doty]Woodcock complex for the case
.of the general linear group . These complexes are related to the Bern-
stein]Gelfand]Gelfand resolution and the conjecture has some strong
implications for the cohomology theory of parabolic Schur algebras see
w x.11 . The purpose of the present paper is to prove Woodcock's conjecture.
In Section 2 we define our complexes as subcomplexes of the
 .Akin]Zelevinskii complex this definition is different from Woodcock's
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 .and prove their acyclicity when l is a partition Theorem 2.3.2 . In order
to facilitate an inductive argument in the proof of the main theorem, we
need to define complexes not only for parabolic subgroups of G but for
any pseudoflag of G. We give an example showing that these more general
complexes may have nonzero homology in more than one degree, which is
in contrast to the case of the Akin]Zelevinskii and Doty]Woodcock
complexes.
In Section 3 we describe the degree zero homology modules of our
complexes in terms of tableaux. This generalizes to the parabolic case the
standard basis theorem for the Weyl modules of G. We conclude the
paper by proving that the chains are projective over the appropriate
parabolic Schur algebra by recognizing them as certain weight subspaces of
the Schur algebra. In particular, this allows us to identify our complexes
with those of Woodcock's conjecture.
I thank Stephen Doty for a helpful conversation that raised my interest
in the subject matter of the paper and Giandomenico Boffi for some useful
discussions.
2. MAIN THEOREM
 .2.1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and G s GL k . The goaln
of the present section is to construct, for each pair consisting of a
 .pseudoflag of G and a partition see Section 2.2 below for the definitions ,
a complex whose homology is concentrated in degree zero in a way that
w xgeneralizes the Akin]Zelevinskii complex 2, 14 and the Doty]Woodcock
w xcomplex 6, Sect. 5; 12, Sect. 4 . In particular, we shall obtain acyclic
complexes associated to any standard parabolic subgroup P of G with
q .respect to B , the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices that are
 .projective resolutions over S P , the Schur algebra of P, of certain
 .P-modules see Sect. 3 . If P s G our complex coincides with that of
Akin]Zelevinskii, while for the other extreme case P s Bq we recover
the Doty]Woodcock complex with a completely different and very simple
.proof of acyclicity .
Let V s k n be the standard representation of G and fix the canonical
 4  4basis e , e , . . . , e of V. For each i g 1, 2, . . . , n , let V be the subspace1 2 n i
of V spanned by the vectors e , e , . . . , e . A pseudoflag of G is a sequence1 2 i
0 : V : V : ??? : V : V .i i i1 2 n
For the sake of brevity this pseudoflag will usually be denoted by
 .F i , i , . . . , i , while the set of pseudoflags of G will be denoted by1 2 n
 .PF G . A flag of G is a sequence 0 ; V ; V ; ??? ; V ; V, where allj j j1 2 k
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 .the inclusions are strict. The set of flags of G will be denoted by F G . We
define a map
f : F G ª PF G .  .G
by sending the flag 0 ; V ; V ; ??? ; V ; V to the pseudoflag 0 :j j j1 2 k
V : ??? : V : V : ??? : V : ??? : V : V : ??? : V, where Vj j j j j j1 1 2 2 k m
 .appears j y j times m s 1, . . . , k, where j s 0 and V appearsm my1 0
n y j times. It is clear that f is injective but not surjective take fork G
 . .example the pseudoflag F 2, 3, 3 for n s 3 . A pseudoflag of G is called
parabolic if it lies in the image of f .G
 . n  .  .2.2. For l s l , l , . . . , l g Z and F i , i , . . . , i g PF G , let1 2 n 1 2 n
S F i , i , . . . , i s S V m S V m ??? m S V . .l 1 2 n l i l i l i1 1 2 2 n n
be the tensor product over k of the indicated symmetric powers. Note that
  ..S F i , i , . . . , i s 0 if l has any negative parts. The symmetric group,l 1 2 n
G , on n symbols acts on Z n by permuting coordinates. Recall that the dotn
n  .action of G on Z is defined by w ? l s w l q d y d , where w g G ,n n
n  .l g Z , and d s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 0 .
  . .We define a complex Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l of k-vector spaces as follows:1 2 n
n .The chains in degree j s 0, 1, . . . , are given by2
Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l s S F i , i , . . . , i , .  . .  .j 1 2 n w?l 1 2 n
 .l w sj
 . where the sum ranges over all w g G of length l w s j. Recall that then
.length of w g G is the number of inversions of w. To be more explicit,n
 .the chains are after permuting factors in the tensor products
Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l s S V m ??? m S V . . . j 1 2 n l qw1.y1 i l qwn.yn i1 1 n n
 .l w sj
We prefer to use this description throughout the paper.
In order to define the differentials
Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l ª Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l , .  . .  .j 1 2 n jy1 1 2 n
 .we need to recall the construction of the Akin]Zelevinskii complex Y l
w x w x  .  .from 2 and 3 . Consider the pseudoflag F n, n, . . . , n and let Y l sj
  . .  .Y F n, n, . . . , n ; l . The differential of Y l is defined in terms of G-j
equivariant maps
T : S V mn ª S V mn 1 F i - j F n , .  .  .i j
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where T restricted to the summand S V m ??? m S V is the map S Vi j t t t1 n 1
m ??? m S V ª S V m ??? m S V m ??? m S V m ??? m S V that sendst t t y1 t q1 tn 1 i j n
 .  .x m ??? m x to  x m ??? m x t y 1 m ??? m x x 1 9 m ??? m x ,1 n a 1 i, a i j i, a n
 .  .where  x t y 1 m x 1 9 is the image of x g S V under the compo-a i, a i i, a i t i
nent S V ª S V m V of the comultiplication map of the Hopf algebrat t y1i i
 .SV. More precisely, the differential of Y l consists of components
­ l, w , w : .1 2
S V m ??? m S V ª S V m ??? m S Vl qw 1.y1 l qw n.yn l qw 1.y1 l qw n.yn1 1 n 1 1 2 n 2
that are zero unless w F w in the Bruhat order, in which case2 1
­ l, w , w s c w , w , N T N , .  .1 2 1 2
N
where the sum ranges over all strictly upper triangular n = n matrices
 .  .N s N with integer entries, the scalars c w , w , N are all but a finitei j 1 2
N  Ni j.number zero, and T denotes the ordered monomial  T1F iF n i- jF n i j
 .mnin the endomorphism algebra of S V . We will not need the precise
 .description of the scalars c w , w , N which is quite involved, but only the1 2
 w xfact that these are rational numbers this is nontrivial}see 1, p. 215 and
.the reference given there that do not depend on l as long as n is fixed.
 .  y1 y1. w xRemark 2.2.1. Our ­ l, w , w corresponds to ­ l, w , w of 31 2 1 2
 .  y1 y1. . < N < N  y1and our c w , w , N corresponds to s w , w y1 c w ?1 2 1 2 a , k 2
. w x0 r N ! of 3 .1F i- jF n i j
  . .We are now ready to describe the differential of Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l .1 2 n
For p - q the map T : S V m ??? m S V ª S V m ??? m S V m ??? mp q t t t t y11 n 1 p
S V m ??? m S V restricts to a map S V m ??? m S V ª S V m ??? mt q1 t t i t i t iq n 1 i n n 1 1
S V m ??? m S V m ??? m S V because V : V : V. From ourt y1 i t q1 i t i i ip p q q n n p q
discussion preceding the above remark, it follows that the differential of
 .   . .Y l restricts to give a differential for Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l , and thus1 2 n
  . .  .Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l is realized as a subcomplex of Y l .1 2 n
2.3. If l, m g Z n satisfy m F l for i s 1, . . . , n we write m : l. Leti i
 .   . n < 4 q q .L s L n s l s l , . . . , l g Z l G 0, i s 1, . . . , n and L s L n s1 n i
  . n < 4 < <l s l , . . . , l g Z l G ??? G l G 0 . By l , l g L, we denote the1 n 1 n
sum of the parts of l. For the proof of the theorem, we will need the
following simple lemma whose proof is omitted.
q  .LEMMA 2.3.1. Suppose m g L and n g L, n / 0, . . . , 0 , are such that
 .both m and m y n s m y n , . . . , m y n ha¨e distinct parts. Let w g G1 1 n n n
 .  . < <be the unique permutation such that w m y n is decreasing. Then l w - n .
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Our main result is the following.
 .THEOREM 2.3.2. Let F i , i , . . . , i be a pseudoflag of G. Suppose1 2 n
n ql g Z and l g L are such that l : l. Then the homology of
  . .Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l satisfies1 2 n
< < < <H Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l s 0 for j ) l y l . . . .j 1 2 n
q   . .In particular, if l g L then Y F i , i , . . . , i ; l is acyclic.1 2 n
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of VrV [ ??? [i1
 .VrV , i.e., on d s  n y i . If d s 0, then i s ??? s i s n andi 1F t F n t 1 nn
  . .  . wY F i , i , . . . , i ; l is the Akin]Zelevinskii complex Y l . Recall from 1,1 2 n
x  .p. 214 that the homology of this complex is described as follows: a If
 .l q d has any repetitions, then Y l is exact and clearly the conclusion of
 .the theorem holds. b Suppose now l q d has no repetitions and let
 .w g G be the unique permutation such that w l q d is decreasing.l n l
 .  .Then Y l has homology in exactly one degree, namely in degree l w . Wel
 .distinguish two cases: b1 If l is a partition, the theorem clearly holds.
 . < < < <  .b2 If l is not a partition, it suffices to prove that l y l ) l w , i.e.,l
< < < <  .l q d y l q d ) l w . But this follows immediately from the lemmal
for m s l q d and n s l y l. Assume now that d G 1. Then we have
i - n for some p. The inclusion S V ª S V induced by V : Vp l i l i q1 i i q1p p p p p p
has cokernel the space spanned by the monomials in S V that containl i q1p p
e to a positive power. Thus the following exact sequence is obtainedi q1p
0 ª S V ª S V ª k e m S V ª 0, .l i l i q1 i q1 l y1 i q1p p p p p p p
 .where k e denotes the one-dimensional k-vector space spanned byi q1p
e . By tensoring with various symmetric powers and taking direct sumsi q1p
we have an exact sequence
0 ª Y F i , . . . , i ; l ª Y F i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i ; l . .  . .j 1 n j 1 p n
ª k e m Y F i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i ; l9 ª 0, .  . .i q1 j 1 p np
 .where l9 s l , . . . , l y 1, . . . , l . Using the description of the differen-1 p n
tials in Section 2.2 it is a trivial calculation to verify that the previous exact
sequence yields an exact sequence of complexes
0 ª Y F i , . . . , i ; l ª Y F i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i ; l . .  . .1 n 1 p n
ª k e m Y F i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i ; l9 ª 0. .  . .i q1 1 p np
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The middle and right complex satisfy the induction hypothesis. Using this,
< < < < < <the long exact sequence in homology, and the fact that l y l9 s l y
< <l q 1, the conclusion of the theorem is easily seen to be satisfied for the
left complex. This concludes the induction. The last statement of the
theorem follows at once, since if l is a partition we simply take l s l.
< < < <Remark 2.3.3. The bound j ) l y l in the statement of the theo-
rem is quite crude. One can prove that the statement is valid for j )
w < < < <. x w xl y l r2 q 1, where x stands for the integer part of x. This is
accomplished by noting that the inequality of Lemma 2.3.1 can be replaced
 . w < < xby the stronger inequality l w - n r2 q 1. However, we are ultimately
interested in partitions and for these the first bound is already best
possible.
EXAMPLE 2.3.4. We give here an example illustrating that
  . .Y F i , . . . , i ; l may have nonzero homology in more than one degree1 n
which is in contrast to the situation of the Akin]Zelevinskii and
 .Doty]Woodcock complexes. Let n s 3, l s 3, 5, 3 , and consider the
 . pseudoflag F 2, 3, 3 . Incidentally, we observed in Section 2.1 that this is
.not parabolic. This point seems to be quite important . As in the proof of
the theorem, there is an exact sequence
0 ª Y F 2, 3, 3 ; l ª Y F 3, 3, 3 ; l .  . .  .
ª k e m Y F 3, 3, 3 ; l9 ª 0, .  . .3
 . w xwhere l9 s 2, 5, 3 . Using 1 we know that the homologies of the middle
and right complex vanish except in degree one where they are equal to
 .  .  .   .V 4, 4, 3 and k e m V 4, 3, 3 respectively here, V m denotes the irre-3
q.ducible representation of G of highest weight m g L . The long exact
sequence in homology collapses to
f
0 ª H Y F 2, 3, 3 ; l ª V 4, 4, 3 ª k e m V 4, 3, 3 .  .  .  . . .1 3
ª H Y F 2, 3, 3 ; l ª 0. . . .0
It is very easy to write down explicitly the map f. In terms of co-standard
 w x. tableaux in the sense of 5 , the matrix of f with respect to the usual
.lexicographic ordering of co-standard tableaux is
0 1 0
.0 0 0
0 0 1
  . .Thus Y F 2, 3, 3 ; l has one dimensional homology in degrees 0 and 1.
Here one is led to speculate that for parabolic pseudoflags the homology
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  . .of Y F i , . . . , i ; l , l g L, is concentrated in at most one degree. This is1 n
 .  .  .certainly the case for F i , . . . , i s F n, . . . , n Akin]Zelevinskii and1 n
 .  .  .for F i , . . . , i s F 1, 2, . . . , n Doty]Woodcock .1 n
3. TABLEAUX AND PROJECTIVE MODULES
3.1. The purpose of this section is to make two observations concern-
ing the complexes of the previous section and to relate them with those of
w x11, Sect. IV.2 . We first describe a basis in terms of tableaux for the zero
  . . qdegree homology modules of Y F i , . . . , i ; l , where l g L . This gen-1 n
eralizes the well known standard basis theorem for the Weyl modules of
 .   . .G s GL k . Second, we show that the chains of Y F i , . . . , i ; l , wheren 1 n
 .F i , . . . , i is a parabolic pseudoflag and l g L, are projective modules1 n
over the Schur algebra of the corresponding parabolic subgroup of G. It
should be noted that the main results of this section are valid in arbitrary
characteristic.
 .  .3.2. Let k be a field of any characteristic, F i , . . . , i g PF G ,1 n
q w xand l g L . Recall from 5 that the Weyl module K V is defined as thel
X timage of a particular map d : D V ª L V, where D V respectively,l l l l
. t tL V is the tensor product D V m ??? m D V respectively, L V m ??? ml l l l1 n 1
.  .tL V of the indicated divided powers respectively, exterior powers of V,lq
where lt is the transpose partition of l and q s l . We introduce now1
analogs of Weyl modules for pseudoflags.
DEFINITION 3.2.1. Let
dX F i , . . . , i : D V m ??? m D V ª L tV m ??? m L t V . .l 1 n l i l i l l1 1 n n 1 q
X   ..be the restriction of d to D V m ??? m D V . Define K F i , . . . , i asl l i l i l 1 n1 1 n nX   ..the image of d F i , . . . , i .l 1 n
u  .For each u s 1, . . . , n y 1, let l be the partition l , l . Define au uq1
map
I u : D V m D V ª D V m D V ,l l ql yt i t i l i l iu uq1 u uq1 u u uq1 uq1
0FtFl y1uq1
where D V m D V ª D V m D V is the compositionl ql yt i t i l i l iu uq1 u uq1 u u uq1 uq1
Dm1
D V m D V ª D V m D V m D Vl ql yt i t i l i l yt i t iu uq1 u uq1 u u uq1 u uq1
1mim1ª D V m D V m D Vl i l yt i t iu u uq1 uq1 uq1
1mmª D V m D V ,l i l iu u uq1 uq1
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where D: D V ª D V m D V , i: D V ª D V ,l ql yt i l i l yt i l yt i l yt iu uq1 u u u uq1 u uq1 u uq1 uq1
and m: D V m D V ª D V are the indicated comultiplica-l yt i t i l iuq 1 uq1 uq1 uq1 uq1
tion, inclusion, and multiplication maps respectively. Now let I be thel
map
1 m ??? m I u m ??? m 1: l
1FuFny1
ny1
uD V m ??? m D I m ??? m D V ª D V m ??? m D V , . l i l l i l i l i1 1 n n 1 1 n n
us1
 .uwhere D I s  D V m D V .l 0 F t F l y1 l ql yt i t iuq 1 u uq1 u uq1
In order to state the next result, we need some notation. Let
 .  4Tab 1, . . . , n be the set of tableaux of shape l with entries from 1, . . . , n .l
Let
Tab F i , . . . , i . .l 1 n
 .be the subset of Tab 1, . . . , n consisting of those tableaux whose entriesl
 .in the t th row are all less than or equal to i t s 1, . . . , n . If T gt
 .Tab 1, . . . , n , let X be the element of D V obtained by reading thel T l
wentries in each row of T from left to right starting at the top row 5,
xp. 234 .
q  .  .PROPOSITION 3.2.2. Let l g L and F i , . . . , i g PF G . Then1 n
 .   ..a A k-basis of K F i , . . . , i is gi¨ en by the setl 1 n
X <d F i , . . . , i X T g Tab F i , . . . , i , T is co-standard . 4 .  .  . .  .l 1 n T l 1 n
 .b There is an isomorphism of k-¨ ector spaces
K F i , . . . , i s cokernel I . .  . .l 1 n l
 .Proof. a Let B be the set in the statement of the theorem. Clearly B
wis linearly independent as it is a subset of the standard basis of K V 5,l
x   ..Theorem II.3.16 . To show that B generates K F i , . . . , i one arguesl 1 n
w x as in 5, pp. 235]236 . The crucial point is that the straightening law as
w xapplied in the proof of 5, Theorem II.3.16 carries over to the case where
 . w xD V m D V is replaced by D V m D V where i F i . b Same as 5 .p p p i p i 1 21 2 1 1 2 2
 . w xRemarks. a In the spirit of 5 , one could prove a more general
version of Proposition 3.2.2 for free modules over a commutative ring and
 .for skew partitions. b The special case of Proposition 3.2.2a for
 .  . wF i , . . . , i s F 1, 2, . . . , n but for more general l appears in 13, Theo-1 n
xrem 4.1a .
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PROPOSITION 3.2.3. If k has characteristic zero, then for each l g Lq
there is an isomorphism of k-¨ ector spaces
K F i , . . . , i ; l , H Y F i , . . . , i ; l . .  . .  . .l 1 n 0 1 n
Proof. Under the characteristic zero assumption, one can show that the
map D V m D V ª D V m D V factors through the mapl ql yt i t i l i l iu uq1 u uq1 u u uq1 uq1
IX u : D V m D V ª D V m D Vl l q1 i l y1 i l i l iu u uq1 uq1 u u uq1 uq1
 .  .  X .  .u u0 F t F l y 1 . Thus Im I s Im I and therefore Im I suq1 l l l
 ny1 .  ny1 X .u uIm  1 m ??? m I m ??? m 1 s Im  1 m ??? m I m ??? m 1 .us1 l us1 l
 .  ny1 X .uThis means that cokernel I s cokernel  1 m ??? m I m ??? m 1 ,l us1 l
i.e.,
ny1
X
uK F i , . . . , i s cokernel 1 m ??? m I m ??? m 1 . . l 1 n l /
us1
according to Proposition 3.2.2b. Now it suffices to show that the differen-
  . . ny1  X .utial of Y F i , . . . , i ; l in degree one is  1 m ??? m "I m ??? m 1.1 n us1 l
By Section 2.2 and the fact that under the hypothesis on k there is a
natural isomorphism D V , S V, it suffices to prove that the differentialm m
 .of Y l in degree one is
ny1
1 m ??? m "T m ??? m 1: . u , uq1
us1
ny1
S V m ??? m S V m S V m ??? m S V ª S V m ??? m S V , l l q1 l y1 l l l1 u u n 1 n
us1
where the maps T were defined in Section 2.2. This is well known foru, uq1
 w x.n s 2 and follows from 3, Theorem 1 and the general case follows easily
w xfrom this and an application of 3, Theorem 2 for a suitable Young
subgroup of G .n
 .  .Remark 3.2.4. If F i , . . . , i g PF G is parabolic there is a unique1 n
 .flag whose image under the map f of Section 2.1 is F i , . . . , i . TheG 1 n
subgroup of G that stabilizes this flag is a parabolic subgroup of G, which
 .we denote by P s P . It is easy to verify that if F i , . . . , i isF  i , . . . , i . 1 n1 n
  . . nparabolic, then the complexes Y F i , . . . , i ; l , l g Z , and the isomor-1 n
phisms of Proposition 3.2.2b and Proposition 3.2.3 are P-equivariant.
3.3. We discuss now Schur algebras. The natural action of G on V
mr  .extends to an action on V , r g N, via the rule g x m ??? m x s gx1 r 1
m ??? m gx , where g g G and x , . . . , x g V. Thus we obtain linearr 1 r
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 . mr  mr .transformations T g on V , g g G. Let T : G ª End V be ther r k
resulting representation of G and extend by linearity to obtain a represen-
 mr .tation T : kG ª End V of the group algebra kG of G. If H is ar k
 .subgroup of G, the Schur algebra of H, denoted by S n, r : H or simplyk
 .  .S H , is defined as T kH , the image of the restriction of T : kG ªr r
 mr . w xEnd V to kH 8 .k
 .   . < < < 4We need here some notation. Let L n, r s l g L n l s r and
 .   . r <  4 4I s I n, r s a s a , . . . , a g Z a g 1, . . . , n for all t . The sym-1 r t
 .metric group G acts on the right of I by a w s a , . . . , a and alsor w1. w r .
 .  .  .  .on the right of I = I by a , b w s a w, b w . We write a , b ; a 9, b9
 .  .to indicate that a , b and a 9, b9 belong to the same G -orbit of I = I.r
  ..The weight of a g I denoted by wt a is the sequence l g L where l ist
 mr .the number of entries of a equal to t. Let j g End V be thea , b k
 . endomorphism whose matrix A a , b relative to the usual basis e s en n 1mr < 4 mr  .  .m ??? m e g V n g I of V has a 1 in position g , d if a , b ;n r
 .g , d , and a 0 otherwise. Then it is clear that
j s j iff a , b ; g , d . 1 .  .  .a , b g , d
w  .x  .From 8, 2.1 recall that a basis for S G is
<B s j a , b g I = I . . 4SG. a , b
 .If l s wt g , we let j s j . This notation is unambiguous because ofl g , g
the previous equality rule.
 .  .Suppose F i , . . . , i g PF G is parabolic with corresponding parabolic1 n
 .  4subgroup P cf. Remark 3.2.4 . Let N be the complement in 1, . . . , n =P
 4  . < 41, . . . , n of the set of coordinates s, t g s 0 for all g g P . Fors, t
 .further reference, note that in terms of F i , . . . , i we have1 n
< 4  4N s s, t g 1, . . . , n = 1, . . . , n 1 F s F i . 2 4 .  .P t
w x  .From 9, Section 1.3 a basis for the Schur algebra S P is
<B s j g B a , b g N for all t . . 4SP . a , b SG. t t P
 .  .Let V be the left ideal of S P generated by j , where l g L n, r . Thel l
special case of the dimension formula of the next lemma that corresponds
 .  . w xto F i , . . . , i s F 1, 2, . . . , n appears in 10, Section 6 .1 n
 .  .LEMMA 3.3.1. Let l g L n, r . Then V is a projecti¨ e S P -module thatl
has dimension
n l q i y 1t tdim V s .k l  /ltts1
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w  .xProof. From 7, 2.3d we have an orthogonal idempotent decomposi-
 .tion of the identity element of S G
1 s j .SG. l
 .lgL n , r
 .  .Note that j g S P in fact, j g B because P contains the maximall l SP .
torus of diagonal matrices. Now the first statement of the lemma follows
from the fact 1 s 1 . In order to prove the second statement weSP . SG.
  . .produce an explicit basis of V . Since j j is either j if wt b s ll a , b l a , b
  . . w  .x or 0 if wt b / l 7, 2.3c , it follows that V is generated by j gl a , b
<  . 4  .  .  .B wt b s l . Since wt b s wt b9 iff b ; b9, the equality rule 1SP .
 .  l1 ln.allows us to specify b. So let b9 g I n, r be defined by b9 s 1 , . . . , n
 .and note that wt b9 s l. Then V is generated by the setl
< Xj a , b g N for all t . . 4a , b 9 t t P
 .Using 2 and the fact that the stabilizer of b9 in G is the Young subgroupr
G = ??? = G , one sees that the above generating set consists of thosel l1 n
 .j where a g I n, r satisfies the inequalitiesa , b 9
a F ??? F a F i ,1 l 11
a F ??? F a F i ,l q1 l ql 21 1 2
???
a F ??? F a F i .l q ? ? ? ql q1 l q ? ? ? ql n1 ny1 1 n
These j are clearly distinct and hence linearly independent as theya , b 9
n l q i y 1t t .belong to B . The number of them is evidently  .lSP . ts1 t
 .PROPOSITION 3.3.2. For each l g L n, r there is an isomorphism of left
 .S P -modules
V s D V m ??? m D V .l l i l i1 1 n n
Proof. Note that
V s S P j : S G j , D V m ??? m D V , .  .l l l l l1 n
  . .where the isomorphism of left S G -modules sends the generator j tol
l1. ln. w x  .e m ??? m e 4, pp. 176]177 . If g g P, then g e g V for all t.1 n t i t
Since the left action of P on D V m ??? m D V is defined by g x m ??? ml l 11 n
.  .  . x s g x m ??? m g x , it follows that the kP-submodule or, what is then 1 n
 . . l1.same, the S P -submodule of D V m ??? m D V generated by el l 11 n
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m ??? m eln. is contained in D V m ??? m D V . Thus V is isomorphic ton l i l i l1 1 n n
a subspace of D V m ??? m D V . Now Lemma 3.3.1 completes the proof.l i l i1 1 n n
 .Remark 3.3.3. Suppose F i , . . . , i is parabolic with corresponding1 n
wparabolic subgroup P. From the definition of V , Proposition 3.3.2, 11,l
xProp. IV.2.5 , and the description of the differentials, it follows that
  . .  . wY F i , . . . , i ; l is isomorphic to the complex K P, l of 11, Section1 n
xIV.2 of Woodcock's conjecture.
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